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DESCRIPTION
A man in his early 60s with a history of type 2 
diabetes mellitus for more than 10 years and hyper-
tension was admitted to the emergency room due to 
a sudden onset of nausea and vomiting from 2 days. 
On admission, he was haemodynamically stable, and 
no abdominal bruit was appreciated. Laboratory tests 
showed a slight increase in white blood cell count 
and C reactive protein, but no other abnormalities in 
biochemistry and coagulation ability were observed. 
Contrast- enhanced CT revealed an isolated dissec-
tion of the superior mesenteric artery (SMA) without 
aortic dissection or aneurysm (figure 1). There was 
an increase in SMA diameter (17 mm, maximum) 
extending to a length of 33 mm. Partial segmental 
contrast defect on the intimal flap was detected at 
22 mm from the root of the SMA, suggesting an entry 
of the dissection. The true lumen was smaller due to 
compression by the false lumen. Both true and false 
lumens were contrast- enhanced and appeared to be 
cul- de- sac- shaped. This suggests the false lumen had 
an entry but not a re- entry and is classified as type 2 
according to the original Sakamoto’s classification.1 
The intimal flap of the SMA was identified by both CT 
scan and grey- scale ultrasound imaging (figure 2). On 
colour Doppler imaging, a swirling pattern was seen 
with the ‘yin- yang sign’ of the false lumen (figure 2), 
showing a to and fro motion of the false luminal blood 
flow. There was no suggestive sign of complete bowel 
ischaemia through the initial examinations, never-
theless, acute localised dissection of the SMA and a 
subsequent truncated upper bowel ischaemia possibly 
caused his primary symptoms such as nausea and 

vomiting. A transient ischaemia of the inferior pancre-
aticoduodenal artery, a branch of the SMA, may cause 
acute upper abdominal symptoms localised on the 
ascending and inferior parts of the duodenum.

The patient was treated conservatively with fasting 
and oral antihypertensive therapy. His nausea and 
vomiting completely disappeared on day 3, and oral 
intake was resumed. He was symptom- free within 6 
months after discharge and the follow- up CT revealed 
partial remodelling of the patent false lumen.

In general, the most common symptom was abdom-
inal pain, followed by nausea and vomiting, haema-
tochezia and diarrhoea.2 In the previous case series, 
asymptomatic and painless isolated spontaneous dissec-
tion of the SMA were reported, accounting for 6.7%–
35.7% and 19.7% of the total cases of SMA dissection, 
respectively.3 4 Due to a long history of diabetes in the 
present case, painless dissection with only digestive 
symptoms seemed to have occurred based on diabetic 
neuropathy as one of its chronic complications. Most 
cases without intestinal ischaemia are treated with 
conservative methods, ie, no endovascular or surgical 
interventions are performed.5–7 Though conservative 
treatment includes mainly intestinal rest by fasting, 
blood pressure control, anticoagulant, antiplatelet and 

Figure 1 Sagittal contrast- enhanced CT of the 
abdomen showing isolated dissection of the superior 
mesenteric artery with enhancements in both true and 
false lumens (arrows). Three- dimensional CT angiography 
(right) confirming the presence of a localised dissection 
and the peripheral blood flow.

Figure 2 Axial ultrasound imaging of the superior 
mesenteric artery showing an enlarged false lumen, an 
intimal flap (left) and to and fro motion of blood flow on 
colour Doppler imaging (right, arrow).

Learning points

 ► Isolated spontaneous dissection of the superior 
mesenteric artery (SMA) is relatively rare; 
nevertheless, it is still an important differential 
of acute abdomen.

 ► Asymptomatic or painless cases of the SMA 
dissociation are uncommon, but they do exist. 
These rare conditions may be overlooked in 
cases of hypaesthesia associated with metabolic 
diseases such as diabetes mellitus.
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thrombolytic therapies, there is no clear, rigid protocol for the treat-
ment of SMA dissection.
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